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The new Fall-Winter 2023-24 collection by 
Cerabella  

 

 

● Cerabella, a company specializing in handmade manufacture of candles since 1862, presents its new 

collections of candles for the Fall-Winter 2023-24 season.  
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In Sentmenat (Barcelona), 28th August 2023. 

From September 7th to 11th, the new edition of Maison&Objet is held in Paris, where Cerabella will show the collections 

that make up its new Fall-Winter 2023-24 season. 

Fusing centuries-old tradition and creative innovation, the new season's collections present exceptional quality 

Mediterranean-inspired candles marked by the essence of the cooler seasons with a touch of style and sustainable 

awareness. 

With over a century and a half of history, Cerabella continues to be a beacon of tradition and creativity in the candle 

industry. Cerabella’s candles are more than just a source of light, they are fragments of history, a symbol of resilience, 

pieces of art that evoke emotions and tell stories meticulously crafted by skilled artisans to detail. This new Fall-Winter 

2023-24 season is a tribute to their legacy and a new invitation to discover the beauty and warmth that these candles can 

add to any home. 

In the category of scented candles, the Numbers collection will include two new perfumes with which to conquer the new 

season that is beginning: Numbers N.30 Plum & Incense and Numbers N.31 Olives & Thymes. 

N.30 Plum & Incense is a spicy perfume that will create a cozy and comforting atmosphere for the cooler days of the new 

season. Sweet top notes of plum blend with heart notes of incense and spices to create a velvety olfactory experience, 

spicy, vibrant and seductive. The base notes of amber and musk provide a comforting warmth, leaving a long-lasting and 

serene trail that completes this aroma, ideal for the most autumnal days and moments of reflection and contemplation. 

N.31 Olives & Thymes is a perfume that will create a serene environment to enjoy a moment of calm and connection with 

nature. The aromatic and spicy top notes of thyme, clove and davana create an initially green and warm experience, which 

is followed by freshness and a woody touch of olive and cedar that balances the fragrance. As a background, musk, cedar 

and moss add structure to the composition and provide an earthy and enveloping sensation. 

These two perfumes, in addition to all the formats of the collection, are also incorporated together with N.26 Clove & 

Orange in a new and fourth set of Numbers, a pack made up of three different models in small format, ideal for gifts. A 

combination of spiced scented candles perfect for the arrival of autumn. 

Among its Boutique collections, Cerabella presents Twist, a collection of decorative candles whose design takes elements 

from the millennia-old art of forging and combines them with the traditional technique of wax twisting. The results are 

extraordinary pieces that take us to the avant-garde of parametric architecture. The delicate fragrance with subtle notes 

of lemon, lavender and musk that perfumes the pieces combines with their unique design to create a sensory harmonious 

ambience. 
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Another decorative option proposed by Cerabella is Trapezi, a trio of candles with a complementary design in the shape 

of a trapezoid, which are combined with each other in a versatile way, forming a harmonious and original visual 

composition. Some pieces of geometric elegance that invite you to play with their arrangement to achieve different 

decorative compositions. Their light will create a fascinating visual symphony in the home. 

Within the scope of decoration we can also find Dolia, a collection of decorative candles with Mediterranean roots that 

pays tribute to the timeless beauty of classic pottery. Inspired by ancient Roman vessels, these creations capture their 

essence and reinterpret them with a contemporary approach, combining tradition and modernity. When the flame is lit 

inside them, the light is gently diffused, creating a warm and enveloping screen effect that enhances their beautiful 

sculptural and decorative character. 

It is also incorporated into the catalogue Kand, Cerabella's homage to this classic candleholder, reborn as a candle with a 

small handle on the base and made entirely of wax. The design, with its simple and modern lines, transforms this 

traditional piece into an object with contemporary form and use. 

As for signature candles, Cerabella continues its commitment to Signature Collections: a compilation of collections 

focused on design, where we can find the Barcelona collection created by the sculptor and designer Xavier Dols together 

with Cerabella. Inspired by the organic and rounded shapes of nature, it is a modern tribute to the modernist movement 

of the early 20th century. A candle that, through an envelope of curved, undulating lines with an even sensual touch, 

conveys a highly decorative aesthetic harmony to please the senses; a candle that was born of a new ideology, and which, 

more than a century later, still illuminates. 

This season, moreover, the Cerabella dinner candles collection is expanded with four models: two whose shape recall a 

moving flame, one with a spiral design and finally, a braided model. Dinner candles: a Cerabella classic that consists of a 

wide variety of dipped candles with two type of finish, matt or glossy, available in multiple designs, different sizes and a 

range of seasonal colours, which will dress your table in a unique way, creating a sophisticated and elegant atmosphere 

with their dim light. 

And as a candleholder option, Cerabella presents Flume: a collection of candleholders with a unique and avant-garde 

design and an aged steel finish. A collection that emerges from a meticulously crafted cut in a steel tube that gives it a 

modern and minimalist appearance. 

For the third consecutive year, Cerabella also proposes this season a new perfume designed exclusively for this Christmas 

through the Xmas Scent collection. A fragrance elaborated by master perfumers who have created it adapting to the new 

times without losing the essence of the artisan, the love for things well done and creativity. An aromatic candle with a 

refined perfume with top notes of saffron and bitter orange, a powdery heart of winter rose and a soft base of patchouli 

and vanilla that captures the essence of Christmas and creates a warm and enveloping environment where you can enjoy 

unforgettable encounters during the Christmas holidays. 
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CORPORATE INFORMATION 

Candlemakers in Barcelona since 1862. Cerabella is an artisanal candle manufacturer in which tradition and 

craftsmanship are combined with creativity and innovation to develop high-end candles of exceptional quality. 

After years of passion and research, an in-depth knowledge of candle making, best raw materials and skilled 

workforce, Cerabella has turned candle making into a work that challenges the urgencies of times. 

A 160 years company, where the design of a candle is the result of inspiration, traced by hand from start to 

end, created with the best natural raw materials and dressed with perfumes delicately selected by its master 

perfumers, thus achieving candles of high performance and complexity with fundamentally sustainable values. 

Craftsmanship, innovation, creativity, design, quality and ecological and social commitment define the 

personality of a century-old business capable of carrying out multiple and diverse wax projects, including 

personalized candles that meet current design trends and demands in quality and sustainability with an explicit 

commitment to support the local workforce and respect for the craft. 

www.cerabella.com 

 

For further information, please contact:  
 
Renata Flores - 937.15.31.02      

comunica@cerabella.com 

https://cerabella.com/es/
mailto:comunica@cerabella.com

